
Lightning

Peter Watson

What is Science?

•The scientific approach to the examination of 
phenomena is a defence against the pure emotion 
of fear....This made for a kind of harmony and 
confidence. The sun came up about as often as it 
went down, in the long run...

•Tom Stoppard, Rosencrantz and Guildernstern are 
Dead

•By and large, it works ....

e.g Mythology

•Zeus/Jupiter 
armed with 
thunderbolts 
(thunderbolt is  
simultaneous 
lining & thunder

•Ingres: Jupiter 
and Thetis

•Thor (Norse) 

•from hammer Mjölnir

Mårten Eskil Winge



•Tlaloc (Aztec)

•Indra (Hindu)

•Perun (Slavic)

•Note that these are all 
chief gods!

•Even Christianity

•God the all-terrible! King, Who ordainest 
Great winds Thy clarions, the lightnings 
Thy sword (Chorley)

e.g Culture

•Feare no more the Lightning flash.

•Nor th' all-dreaded Thunderstone.

• from Cymbeline

•e.g. Language

•“Coupe de Foudre” roughly love at first sight

• “Lightning never strikes twice”

•Unfortunately it hits the CN tower about 40 to 50 
times annually 

• Rest of Toronto  has  two strikes per square kilometre 
every year. 

Modern understanding starts 
with Franklin
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DO not attempt this at home
•Franklin’s famous experiment: fly 

a kite in a thunderstorm, with a 
metal key

•Current travels down line & jumps 
gap

•Except maybe he had to much 
sense: experiment seems to have 
been performed by Dalibert in 
1752

•The same experiment killed Georg 
Richmann 

Thunderclouds

•  works a bit like a Van der 
Graaf: positive charge is 
carried up by the up-
drafts.

• so top of cloud (and 
ground) are negative

Lightning conductors
•Invented by Franklin

•Electric field very strong around 
point, ionizes air, allows current to 
flow

•hence allowing voltage to discharge 
non-destructively.

•Unfortunately Franklin was 
American, so patriotic Englishmen 
used round lightning conductors........

• Critical parameter is 
electric field Measured 
in volts/metre

• Air breaks down (we 
have a spark) at 3 
million V/m



•Do we understand it?
•More or less

•Get into the water as fast as possible
•If you are in a aluminum canoe, get 

into the water as fast as possible
•If you are in a fibreglass canoe, get into 

the water as fast as possible
• Stay where you are and lie down

A matter of life and death...
What should you do if you are out on a lake in 
a canoe and a thunderstorm hits?

What happens to the fish

•Nothing unless they 
are on the surface.

•Katie Gilmour points 
out that cisco are 
often found dead 
after a storm (they 
are surface feeders)

People killed by lightning are 
often found naked

•Large charge on body repels 
large charge on clothes



•Volcanoes provide rapid up-drafts + lots of 
friction between particles so...

•This is the volcano no-one can pronounce

•and there is nothing special about Earth: this 
is lightning on the night-side of Jupiter (from 
Galileo)

•All very well, but what about ..... •Same red glow (ionized nitrogen) as in 
aurora: fluorescent effect

•seem to be triggered by regular strike 
between cloud (+ve) and ground) (-ve)

•Last a few ms: consist of balls of ionised gas 
which move up at 10% of speed of light



•Probably observed from mountain tops by 
Johann Georg Estor (1730)

History
•Predicted by C. 

T. R Wilson 
(inventor of the 
cloud chamber), 
and he may have 
seen them

•Predicted by C. T. R Wilson (inventor of the 
cloud chamber), and he may have seen them

•First movie by University of Minnesota 
(1969)

•This is high speed 
movie (10000 fps) of 
development of Sprites:

•seem to rise about 80 
km above large 
cumulonimbus clouds



• bead lightning

• Sometimes 
lightning strike 
will break up into 
series of beads

• Probably locally  
superheated air, 
takes a little 
longer to cool

E. Philip Krider, 
Institute of 

Atmospheric Physics, 
University of Arizona

• "Quite suddenly we were aware of a large 
sphere (I think coloured blue and 60 cm in 
diameter), traveling very rapidly towards us. 
It struck the ground a few yards from us 
with a loud explosion"

Ball Lightning Or Kugelblitz
•"One flash seemed to produce a small fireball which came 

form outside and entered one of the ventilating 
windows... the ball was of greenish colour, about 13 cm in 
diameter and was visible for long enough for me to leave 
the steel and stand on a wooden climbing board. The ball 
did not strike the steel supports but moved between th



• usually produced in 
thunderstorm--75%

• usually decay with 
explosion---60%

• usually spherical---90%

• Size 23 ± 5 cm

• Lifetime 8 ± 2s 

• Brightness~100-200 W

• Energy Density~500 J/
cm3 

• Colour.....very variable

Two large recent surveys, 
2597 in all: In summary

• More dubious! (factoids!)

• Energy content? One fell into water butt and boiled it -> 10000 
kJ, one traveled along a phone wire and melted a handset. 
Several other compatible observations 

• no radioactivity above background, no observers have ever 
suffered radiation sickness ~100 rad)

• small mag field (~150 G)

• O3,NO , NO2 observed

• Temp ~ 5000-10000 °K (based on colour)

• Note there is a severe paradox here: if T = 10000 K, then Power 
~ 100 MW

• 138 models of the nature of ball lightning

• Fraud/stupidity: Always possible, but observations are 
too consistent.

• After-images in the eye: Can be produced, but don't vanish 
rapidly. However, many observations are multiple-
observer, and photos are hard to explain

• Chemical e.g. O3 or NO created by strike. ~100 kJ in 50 cm 
sphere of ozone

• ! e.g. flammable gases: propane air mixes can !produce 
small short-lived balls not naturally spherical.

What is it? Nuclear models
•E.g can accelerate protons (from water) to make 

radioactive 15O and 17F, both decay in 1-2 minutes 
with emission of positrons e+, which subsequently 
give photons.

•Sounds really unlikely.

•Or antimatter? 

•Really unlikely to create it with lightning, wouldn’t 
be spherical, should annihilate in nano-seconds

• E.g. Vorton models: predict matter becomes unstable in strong 
mag fields



•Coronal discharges (e.g. St Elmo's Fire): 
Insects can produce coronal discharges, often 
form large clouds in humid weather. 

•Would expect these to be discharged by 
lighting ! strikes, not created? 

• Some sort of plasma. Plasma balls can be produced, but 
decay via ! radiation in ~ 1 m s, !rather than explosive 
process

• e.g. Kapitza: resonant microwave absorption of 
microwaves by ! plasma: 10 cm size implies l ~ 35 cm 
or 1GHz: ! rather weakly produced by storms

• e.g. non-linear conduction

•

Fractal Structures
•Structures 

which are 
infinitely 
subdivided

•Word coined by 
Benoit 
Mandelbrot (d 
2010)

• Fractal made using 
Sterling2 program

Occur naturally
•E.g ice crystals

•E.g acrylic sheets



•Lightning shows these features in some 
strikes

•Can make 3-D fractal structures: e.g. Menger 
sponge

•Solid?

•Maybe but it’s all empty space!

•Surface area is infinite

Bolas Luminosas
•The most likely 

explanation: Silica 
Aerogels. Density must be 
~ air, can do this by 
making "fractal structures". 
as in (e.g.) exploding wires

•O misterioso fenômeno 
atmosférico das bolas 
luminosas começa a ser 
desvendado

•Could explain

•Lightness: roughly density of air

•Colour (burning silicon with impurities)

•Lifetime (takes a long time for hot gases to 
percolate out

•But we don’t really understand why it’s 
spherical, how it moves through walls (if it 
does)



i.e. we don't really know what 
it is!


